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Abstract
Determination of soil moisture content is of vital importance to many fields of study; civil
engineering, hydrology, agriculture, geology, ecology and forestry. The occurrence of impact
crater in Bukit Bunuh, a meteorite impacted area, made it an area of great interest to many
researchers. In view of the process of impact cratering, the subsurface soil characteristics such as
moisture content of the impacted area are prone to change and therefore prompted for this study. 2D resistivity survey, borehole and laboratory test were used for the study. The outcome revealed
that the subsurface soil inside the crater has high moisture content of 29 – 59 %, which
corresponds to low resistivity values of < 300 m at a depth of < 20 m. This is probably caused by
the geological processes involved in the impact cratering, which made the soil to be loose, porous
and permeable, thus enhancing the moisture content. The soil overlying the crater rim and outside
the crater has higher resistivity values > 300 m, which is indicative of low moisture content (< 29
%). The highly resistive soil is more pronounced on the crater due to the reclaimed soil during the
impact cratering. Based on the data analysis, significant correlation between the soil moisture
content and the electrical resistivity was established.

Keywords: Moisture content, Soil, Impact Crater, 2-D Resistivity, Laboratory Test.
1. Introduction
The importance of determining soil moisture
content in civil engineering, hydrology,
agriculture, geology, ecology, forestry and
other environmental fields cannot be
overemphasized (Gardner et al., 2000). Soil
moisture content determination is one of the
major engineering considerations and activity
that is undertaken before erecting a structure,
because the strength and stability of most
structures depend on it (Adid, 2015). Impact
crater results when a large meteoroid
(asteroid or comet) traveling at high velocity
collides with a planetary body that has a solid
surface, such as earth and moon. The process
of formation of an impact crater is quite
complex and depends on the factors such as
the type, size and velocity of the traveling
meteorite, the angle of impact and the target
materials (Collins et al., 2012; Ernstson &
Claudin, 2013; Melosh & Ivanov, 1999;
Selen, 2013). It is a rapid, highly dynamic,
continuous sequence of events that occur
within some minutes (Turtle et al., 2005).
*Corresponding author:

The occurrence of impact crater and stone
tools in the study area, made the area to be of
great interest to researchers (Archaeologists,
Geologists and Geophysicists) who proposed
for the construction of structures within the
study area. In view of the processes that led
to the impact crater, there is a tendency that
the soil characteristics within the impacted
area have been altered. The study was
triggered based on the aforementioned
reasons. Some major tools for delineation
and affirmation of impact crater on earth – as
opposed to volcanic craters – are the
geophysical methods (Pilkington and Grieve,
1992).
Although, this research is not aimed at
detecting the impact crater, as considerable
number of researches have been conducted to
delineate the possible occurrence of impact
crater in the Bukit Bunuh area (Ismail et al.,
2015; Ismail et al., 2014; Nawawi et al.,
2004; Nur Amalina et al., 2012; Saad et al.,
2012; Saad et al., 2014; Saad et al., 2011;
mustyadejo@gmail.com
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Samsudiin et al., 201
12). Hence, this study is
focused on the deetermination of the soiil
moisturee content of
o the imppacted areaa.
Findingss from this study
s
coupleed with other
geotechnnical parameeters will servve as a guidee
to the enngineers in designing
d
their foundation
n
within thhe area. The methods addopted in this
study weere based on the works of
o Arjwech &
Everett, 2015; Hazreeek et al., 2013;
2
Nijland
d
et al., 20010; Ozcep et al., 2010; Schwartz et
e
al., 20088; Siddiqui et
e al., 2012. Their results
ascertainned the effecctiveness of the methods
in determ
mining soil moisture
m
conttent.
s
area
2. Locattion and geoology of the study
Bukit Buunuh is situaated in Lengggong town of
Perak, Malaysia. It lies beetween two
o
d
mountainn ranges; Titiwangsa Range and
Bintang Hill with rugged
r
topoography. Thee
Lenggong Valley
V
is unnderlain and
d
entire L
dominateed by a gran
nitic rocks off Jurassic end
d
to Carboonaceous low
w era, whicch originated
d
from Biintang Range at West of
o Lenggongg
(Saidin, 1993). Bukkit Bunuh is made up of
nt and smaall lithologyy
Quaternaary sedimen
units of Tertiarry tephra ash and
d
metasediiments. Naawawi et al. (2009)
reportedd that the surrrounding toopography of
Bukit Buunuh was foormed due too a meteoritee
impact, about 1.83 million
m
yearss ago. Figuree
ogical map of
o Lenggong
g
1 depictts the Geolo

Vallley showingg the locationn of Bukit Buunuh.
3. Methodology
M
y
Thee study is divided
d
into two phasess: 2-D
resiistivity
s
survey
annd
Laboratory
meaasurement off soil samplees obtained during
d
the borehole driilling. The fiirst phase invvolves
m
based
d on a princiiple of
the resistivity method
injeecting electrric current into the ground
g
throough a pair of current electrodes
e
(C
C1 and
C2).
) The ressulting potential diffeerence
(vooltage) is measured at thee surface between
a pair of potenttial electrodees (P1 and P2). As
the current is inntroduced intto the groundd, any
varriation from
m the patteern of pottential
diffference exppected for a homogeeneous
groound gives an inform
mation abouut the
subbsurface inhoomogeneities (Kearey et
e al.,
20002). The resiistance valuees can be obttained
usinng Ohm’s Laaw (Equation
n 1). The appparent
resiistivity is obtained
o
ussing Equatioon 2.
Gennerally, in 2-D
2 resistivitty survey, current
andd potential ellectrodes aree arranged linnearly
(Figgure 2).
(1)
(2)
wheere is the measured
m
pootential differrence,
iss the input current and is the geom
metric
facttor (which depends
d
on th
he resistivityy array
arraangement typpe).

Figure 1. Geology map of
o Lenggong Valley
V
with stud
dy area marked in the black bo
ox showing arraangement of ressistivity
survey lines annd borehole loccations (modifieed after Hidayahh, 2015).
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Figuree 2. Four-pointt electrode conffiguration show
wing current andd potential disttribution (Modiified from Norddiana et al.,
2012).

ABEM
M Terrametter SAS40000 system (whhich
includdes
electtrode
seleector,
cab
bles,
electrrodes, jumpers and a 12-volt batttery)
was used
u
in acquiiring the 2-D
D resistivity data.
d
Pole--dipole array
y was used because off its
high signal streng
gth and deepeer penetratioon to
acquiire data along
a
five 2-D electrrical
resisttivity surveyy lines (RL
L1-RL5); surrvey
lines RL1 and RL
L2 inside the crater, RL3 and
RL4 on the crateer rim and RL5
R
outside the
craterr. Each survey line has a total length
h of
400 m. The acq
quired data was processsed
usingg RES2DIN
NV and S
Surfer softw
ware
packaages.
In thhe second phase of thhis study, five
borehholes (BX1 – BX5) were drilled allong
the survey
s
lines to collect samples
s
for the
laborratory test. Two
T
of the boreholes
b
(B
BX3
and B
BX2) were situated inside the craater,
whilee two otherrs (BX4 andd BX5) on the
craterr rim and on
ne (BX1) ouutside the craater.
Laboratory measuurements weere performed
d on
mples obtainned from each
e
eleveen (11) sam
borehhole at varying depths. Moisture
M
conntent
was then determ
mined for thhe soil sam
mples
whilee Rock Quallity Designattion (RQD) test
was carried out for the rocck core sam
mple.
Equaation 3 was used to calcullate the moissture
conteent. The 2-D resistiviity result was
correlated with the laborattory parameeters
b
resultt to generatee a standardd table for bulk
resisttivity againstt moisture coontent and RQD
R
for im
mpacted soiil and rock inside, on the
craterr rim and outtside the cratter.
100
1
wheree
is the mass
m
of conttainer,
mass of containerr and wet sooil and
mass of the contaainer and dry soil.

(3)
iss the
iss the

4. Results and Discussioon
The results obtained from
f
2-D resistivity
r
survey and laboratory test
t
of the study
s
are
presented. Two resisttivity groupps were
identified frrom results obtained foor all the
survey lines (RL1-RL5); low resistivvity zone
with values < 300 m and high resistivity
r
zone with values
v
> 3000 m. The moisture
contents werre identified in the range of 7 - 59
% for all saamples colleected. They are also
grouped intoo classes; low
w (7 - 28 %) and high
(29 - 59 %).
4-1. Inside the
t crater
Data from 2-D
2
resistiviity survey liines RL1
and RL2 (F
Figure 3) conducted
c
innside the
crater show comparable results; a prominent
p
low resistiviity zone of < 300 m innterpreted
as the overbburden, whiich consists of clay,
silt, sand with somee gravel. The
T
low
m
be duue to the meteorite
m
resistivity might
impact that create fractu
ures, therebyy making
b loose, poorous, and permeable
the soil to be
that resultss to high moisture content.
Conspicuouss very low resistive
r
zonee (0 – 30
m) was ob
bserved on Figure
F
3b. It indicates
water saturaated zone, whhich occur due
d to the
infiltration and
a
accumuulation of water
w
and
sediments to
o fill the fractures createed by the
impact. Theere is presence of high resistivity
r
zones at certtain locationns within the bedrock.
These may be high resiistive rock fragments
f
w
resistiv
vity values of about
(boulders) with
2000 - 50000 m, displaaced during the
t crater
forming proccess.
Borehole BX
X3 and BX2 were tied w
with the 2D electrical resistivity survey
s
lines RL1 and
RL2 at distaances of 200 m. The resullts within
the range off the boreho
oles depth show that
the overburd
den consists of cohesive and non-
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cohesivee soils with resistivity
r
vaalues ranging
g
from 1000 - 400 m. The cohesivve soils being
g
the dom
minant material, consists of
o silt, sandyy
silt and sandy clay.. The laboraatory test for
s
from
m both borehholes (BX3 &
the soil samples
BX2) reevealed high moisture coontent in thee
range off 29 - 59 % for cohesivee soil and 9 21 % forr the non-coh
hesive soil. These
T
results
are in conformity with previious studiess,
which indicated thaat the moissture contennt

h decreasing
g soil resisstivity
incrreases with
(Haazreek et al., 2013; Ozzcep et al., 2010;
Tezzel & Ozcep
p, 2003). Thee bedrock is made
up of slightly weathered granite
g
with RQD
valuues of 47 - 75 % and highly weatthered
granite with an RQD value of 0 % (Tabble 1).
ue of 0% means
m
the roock is
Thee RQD valu
com
mpletely weathered and
d there wouuld be
prooblem of beaaring capacitty when fouunding
civiil engineerin
ng structures..

Fiigure 3. 2-D resistivity model of (a) RL1 andd BX3 and (b) RL2
R and BX2.
Table 1. Laaboratory and field
f
measuremeent of some geootechnical param
meters of BX3 & BX2.
BH No.

BX3

BX2

Sample
No.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

Depth
D
(m)
1.5
3
4.5
6
7.5
9
10.5
12.5
14.5
16
18
3
4.5
6
7.5
9
10.5
12.
13.5
15
18
19.5

ρ (Ωm
m)
Section

Resistivitty,
ρ (m)
102.49955
194.94566
287.39188
2028.0333
2768.6744
4509.3155
5616.3288
5723.3422
5830.3555
4169.2788
2508.2011
379.51822
420.41688
821.31555
1022.214
42
1785.735
57
2549.257
72
3312.778
88
2399.88223
1086.985
58
993.45899
1086.985
58

Moisturre
Content (%)
(
35
29
27
17
11
16
9

RQD (%)
(

Lithology
Sand, Coarse Sand & Gravel
S
Silty
Sand & Cllay
Stifff Silt with somee Sand

47
70
69
55
59
34
27
24
22
18
16

Slighttly Weathered G
Granite

S
Silty
Sand & Cllay

Stifff Silt with somee Sand
51
75
62
0

Slighttly Weathered G
Granite
Highly Weathered Granite
G
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4-2. O
On the Cratter Rim
Data from resistiivity survey lines, RL3 and
RL4 (Figure 4) acquired onn the crater rim
w a thin oveerburden. Thhe profile, RL4
R
show
whichh was closerr to the insidee crater at loower
elevaation than RL
L3, reveals a high resistiivity
zone for the overrburden. Thiis might be due
o reclaimedd soil when the
to the presence of
was impacted by a meteoorite, which as a
area w
resultt, made the overburden
o
s on the crrater
soil
rim tto have a lo
ow moisture content. It has
been proven by borehole reecord that both
b
w a bedrockk at a depthh of
surveey lines show
aboutt 10.5 m witth resistivityy values rang
ging
from 2000 - 50000 m. The resistivity
r
off the
bedroock decreaases with depth, whhich
indicaates that the
t
bedrockk is fractuured.
Norm
mally, when fracture occcurs, water and
sedim
ments tend to fill the cracks therreby
resultting in low resistivity.
r
A low resistiivity
zone < 300 m at positions 150 and 300 m
L4 was obseerved within the
alongg profile RL

81

bed rock, wh
hich is also due
d to the fraactures as
shown in Fig
gure 4b.
Laboratory results obtaained from boreholes
b
BX5 and BX4, located along line RL3 and
RL4 at diistances 2000 m and 220 m
respectively, revealed thhat the overbburden on
o cohesive and nonthe crater allso consists of
cohesive soiils, but mostlly dominatedd by noncohesive soiil with a sligghtly lower moisture
content of 10 - 20 % (Table 2). The low
moisture content corresponds with the high
o the overbburden on thhe crater
resistivity of
rim. This allso accords with the finndings of
Hazreek et al. (2013) and Siddiqqui et al.
(2012), whicch found thatt high resistiive soil is
characterized
d by low so
oil moisture content.
The cohesivve soil is mad
de up of clayy and silt,
while the no
on-cohesive is made upp of sand
and gravel. The bedrock
k on the cratter rim is
h
fractuured granite, resulting
made up of highly
in 0 % RQ
QD value and slightly w
weathered
granite with RQD valuess of 56.0 - 866.7 %.

Figure 4. 2-D
D resistivity moodel of (a) RL3 and BX5 and (b)
( RL4 and BX
X4.
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Table 2. Laboratory
L
and ffield measurem
ment of some geootechnical paraameters of BX5& BX4.
BH No.

BX5

BX4

Resisttivity,
ρ (
m)
1576..8863

Moissture
Content (%)
18

3

2496..3071

11

S3

4.5

3150..2049

10

S4

6

2420..3450

11

S5

7.5

1352..6179

2
28

S6

9

1014..2462

2
29

S7

10.5

675.8
8746

16

Y1

12

542.3
3188

0

Y2

13.5

533.9
9716

0

Y3

15

500.5
5826

0

Y4

16.5

375.3
3741

0

S1

1.5

304.1391

2
28

S2

3

339.4
4374

2
27

S3

4.5

375.8
8562

2
27

S4

6

359.0
0130

2
25

S5

7.5

342.1699

19

S6

9

356.0
0643

17
12

Sample
No.
S1

Depth
(m)
1.5

S2

ρ (Ωm)
Section
S

RQD
(%)

Sand, Coaarse Sand & Grravel

Siltyy Sand & Clay

Stiff Sillt with some Saand

Highly Weathered
W
Grannite

Siltyy Sand & Clay

Stiff Silt with some Sannd &
gravel

S7

10.5

431.4
4338

Y1

12

506.8
8033

63.6

Y2

13.5

619.6
6277

86.7

Y3

15

621.5
5342

56

Y4

16.5

656.6
6782

0

4-3. Outtside the Cra
ater
Data accquired alon
ng the resiistivity linee,
RL5 (Fiigure 5) loccated outsidde the crater
revealedd a highly resistive
r
beddrock (> 400
0
m), whhich is overllain by a thinn overburden
n
with reesistivity vaalues < 4000 m. At
A
distancess 270 m - 320
3 m alongg the profilee
(Figure 5), the bedrock
b
apppears to bee
d
fracturedd or separateed into two, as indicated
by the decrease in resistivity. As fracturee
occurs within the bedrock, water seeps
through the cracks, which is laater filled byy
owering the resistivity of
sedimennts thereby lo
the bedroock.
Boreholee BX1 was correlated
c
wiith the surveyy
line, RL
L5 at distancce 250 m. The
T boreholee
record aggrees with th
he resistivity result withinn
the rangee of the boreehole depth (< 20 m). Thee
laboratorry test of BX1
B
sampless shows thaat
the overrburden with
hin the RL55 survey linee
predominantly conssists of cohhesive soilss,
which aare made up of sandy siilt and somee

Lithology

Slightly Weathered
W
Graanite
Highly Weathered
W
Grannite

s
(sand and
a
gravel). The
nonn-cohesive soil
nonn-cohesive soil
s
was foound to haave a
relaatively lowerr moisture coontent of 7 - 19 %
com
mpared to thee cohesive soils with mooisture
conntent of 20 – 28 %. In acccordance wiith the
present resultts, previous studies have
monstrated that highly
y resistive soil
dem
corrrespond to loow moisturee content andd viceverrsa. The beddrock is made up of sllightly
weaathered grannite with RQD
D values of 66.67
- 91.67 % and highly
h
weath
hered granitee with
R
value of
o 0 % (Table 3).
an RQD
4-44. Simple Reegression An
nalysis
Thee results from reesistivity survey
s
andd Laboratoryy test was annalyzed to prroduce
emppirical correelation betw
ween geophhysical
(eleectrical ressistivity) and
a
geotechhnical
(mooisture conteent) parametter. Soil mooisture
conntent (MC) was
w plotted against elecctrical
resiistivity (ρ) for
f the impaacted soils inside,
i
on and outside the crater rim (Figures 6a,
6 6b
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& 6cc) respectivvely. Relatioonship betw
ween
the two parameeters showss a non-linnear
witth
regresssion
equaation
correlation
urve
(Equaations 4 to 6). Power cu
fittingg approximaation was applied.
a
A good
g
poweer correlatio
on was obsserved for the
impaccted soils inside,
i
on and
a
outside the
craterr rim with determinatiion co-efficcient
0.6789, 0.69
957 and 0.768 respectiv
vely.
Theree was a sim
milar trend iin all the thhree
plots (Figures 6a,
6 6b & 6c), mostly
y as
the ellectrical resiistivity of thee soil decreaases,
the moisture coontent tendds to increease.
The finding is consistent with findings
of prrevious studdies by Syed et al. (20014)
and Ozcep et al.
a (2009), which revealed
w
that electrical resistivity decreases with
gher
increaasing moistuure content in soils. Hig

83

moisture co
ontent faciliitates conduuction of
electrical cuurrent througgh the moveement of
ions in porre water. This
T
is because the
moisture repplaces the sooil non-conduucting air
voids thus inncreasing thee degree of saturation
s
and resultss in decrrease of electrical
resistivity. The
T soil moisture contennt of the
impacted soiil inside, on and outside the
t crater
can be estimated alternativelyy using
Equations (44) to (6) respectively.
205.1

(4)

0.322

210.27

0.363

(5)

346.09

0.626

(6)

where
represents the soil moisture
content (MC
C) and
reepresent the electrical
resistivity (E
ER).

Figure 5. 2-D resistivity
r
model of RL5 and BX1.
B
Taable 3. Laboratoory and field meeasurement of some
s
geotechniical parameters of BX1
BH No.
N

BX
X1

Samplee
No.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

Depth
(m)
1.5
3
4.5
6
7.5
9
10.5
12
13.5
15
16.5

ρ (Ωm)
Section

Reesistivity,
ρ (m)
5
55.85309
5
59.54512
102.7963
146.0476
214.169
2
316.351
3
4
418.5331
6
646.4743
8
874.4155
1156.235
1545.81
1

M
Moisture
Coontent (%)
26
28
21
20
7
9
10

RQD
R
(
(%)

Lithology

S
Silty
Sand & Clay
C

Sand,, Coarse Sand & Gravel
66.67
91.67
0
0

Slighhtly Weathered Granite
Highhly Weathered Granite
G
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Moisture Content, MC (%)

70
60
50
40

y = 205.1x-0.322
R² = 0.6789

30
20
10
0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Electrical Resistivity, ER (Ωm)
MC vs ER

Power (MC vs ER)

(a)
35
Moisture Content, MC (%)

30
25
y = 210.27x-0.363
R² = 0.6957

20
15
10
5
0
0

500

1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
Electrical Resistivity, ER (Ωm)
MC vs ER
Power (MC vs ER)

3500

(b)

Moisture Content, MC (%)

30
25
20
y = 346.09x-0.626
R² = 0.768

15
10
5
0
0

100

200
300
400
Electrical Resistivity, ER (Ωm)

MC vs ER

500

Power (MC vs ER)
(c)

Figure 6. a: Moisture content with electrical resistivity correlation of impacted soil inside the crater, b: on the crater rim,
c: outside the crater.
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5. Conclusion
The 2-D electrical resistivity and laboratory
test of soil and rock materials collected have
proven to be a useful tool for the
determination of the soil moisture content. It
is obvious from the results obtained that the
soil characteristics of the impacted area have
been changed because of the meteorite
impact. The outcome of the study revealed
that the subsurface soil inside the crater has
high moisture content (29 - 59 %), which
corresponds to low resistivity values (< 300
m) at depths of < 20 m. This is probably
caused by the geological processes involved
in the impact cratering that makes the soil to
be loose and porous, thus enhancing the
moisture content. The soils on the crater and
outside the crater have high resistivity values
(> 300 m), which results in low moisture
content (< 30 %). The highly resistive soil
was more pronounced on the crater due to the
reclaimed soil during the impact cratering.
Based on the data analysis, significant
correlation between the moisture content and
electrical resistivity was observed. An
empirical regression equation (Equations 4 to
6) established could be used to estimate the
MC if the ER is known. In conclusion, a
reference document for the electrical
resistivity, moisture content and RQD on,
inside and outside the impact crater was
established to guide the engineers in
designing the foundation of structures to be
constructed.
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